Physiologic characteristics of cold perfluorocarbon-induced hypothermia during partial liquid ventilation in normal rabbits.
Because perfluorocarbon (PFC) liquid contacts closely with the alveolar capillaries during partial liquid ventilation (PLV), PLV with cold PFC may be used for the induction of hypothermia. Twenty rabbits were randomized to PFC-induced hypothermia (PH) (n = 7; core temperature 35 degrees +/- 1 degrees C), surface hypothermia (SH) (n = 7; 35 degrees +/- 1 degrees C), or normothermia (n = 6; 39 degrees +/- 1 degrees C). We induced PH by repeated in situ exchanges of 0 degrees C perfluorodecalin during PLV. At the establishment (0 min) of hypothermia in the PH group, oxygen consumption (P = 0.04) and oxygen extraction ratio (P = 0.01) decreased from normothermic condition. Metabolic (oxygen consumption, oxygen extraction ratio, serum lactate level) and hemodynamic variables (heart rate, blood pressure, cardiac output, pulmonary artery pressure) of the PH group were not different from those of the SH group at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min of hypothermia. The difference in temperature between the pulmonary artery and rectum during the hypothermic period was smaller in the PH group compared with the SH group (P = 0.033). In conclusion, hypothermia may be induced during PLV by using cold PFC. This "pulmonary method" of cooling was comparable to a systemic method of cooling with regard to a few important physiologic variables, while maintaining a narrower interorgan temperature difference. The induction of moderate hypothermia was feasible in rabbits by administrating cold perfluorocarbon liquid into the lung. Physiologic changes induced by this pulmonary cooling were comparable to those induced by systemic cooling. Our method may be regarded as a methodological advance in the field of therapeutic hypothermia.